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ABSTRACT
We present a software solution for creating and playing back interactive multi-screen experiences. The system consists of a pre-production application for editing layout and timing of interactive media objects and a live-triggering software for inserting on-demand content during live streams of these edited experiences. The system is governed by a hierarchical file format that defines the temporal relationship and synchronisation of media objects. We also briefly introduce the concept of DMApp Components, an open specification which is used to describe and create custom interactive media objects.
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INTRODUCTION
In the world of traditional broadcasting, television content is assembled at a TV studio, or in case of a live event, on-site and is then broadcast to people’s homes via cable or through airwaves. This content is static and solely meant for passive consumption on a television screen. Object-based broadcasting extends this concept by delivering all media objects to be displayed separately, for instance via the Internet, and assembling them dynamically at the end-user [1], as illustrated in Figure 1. Through this, the viewer has more choice and control over the content shown on the screen and it affords them more interactivity. With the work presented in this paper, we want to take this approach one step further. We present an end-to-end software suite [4] which allows content producers to more easily create object-based broadcasting content, spanning over multiple screens, with which the viewer can interact and get immersed in more meaningful ways [5]. For example, while a motorcycle race is being played on a communal television screen, viewers can obtain information about riders on their mobile devices or chat with other people watching the same programme during the intermission [3]. Moreover, apart from the pre-production of content, the system also has support for inserting on-demand snippets of content into live broadcasts, i.e. a crash during a motorcycle race, by means of a live-triggering tool.

At the very core of this is a hierarchical XML file format which dictates the timing of media objects/interactive content [2]. The format supports sequential and parallel composition and synchronisation of objects on a timeline, while the laying out of objects on the screens is controlled by a layout engine. This layout engine is able to responsively arrange objects on screens of various sizes and orientations. So for example, on a big screen, it may be easily possible to nicely render a motorcycle race’s grid positions, whereas on a small screen this would take up too much space. The layout engine is able to account for these cases intelligently.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system described in this document is made up of several components working together in a microservice architecture. While the system is comprised of roughly 20 independent components working together, three of them are responsible for the bulk of the work, namely: timeline, layout and authoring. The timeline service is responsible for executing a timeline document supplied by the authoring application. This timeline document is a hierarchical, XML-based format for governing temporal relationships between playback items. The format contains references to objects, in this context termed DMApp Components, which at their most basic level, are self-contained pieces of HTML, CSS and JavaScript and can satisfy any arbitrary use-case, as long as it is supported by a web browser.

In this demo, we will be showing an interactive example broadcast consisting of a recording of the 2017 MotoGP race in Silverstone in England on a large television screen and one or more mobile devices. In the interest of time the experience that will be shown has been pre-edited using our pre-production software. The main focus of the demo will lie on the live-triggering tool, which will be used to insert on-demand snippets and interactive components into the running stream.

In this demo, we will be showing an interactive example broadcast consisting of a recording of the 2017 MotoGP race in Silverstone in England on a large television screen and one or more mobile devices. In the interest of time the experience that will be shown has been pre-edited using our pre-production software. The main focus of the demo will lie on the live-triggering tool, which will be used to insert on-demand snippets and interactive components into the running stream.
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application is the part of the system that a production team would use to create these experiences. The authoring application is a browser-based application, with which a producer can assemble an experience in a step-by-step fashion. Roughly speaking, this process is comprised of designing the layout, creating masters, defining chapters and designing the timeline (see Figure 2). In the layout design phase, the user can either load a predefined layout, e.g. from a previously created experience, or add screens manually and segment them into regions using the mouse. The master creation is concerned with the creation of so-called masters. This is akin to the concept of master-slides in a presentation program like PowerPoint. So for instance, if the user wants certain objects to be shown all throughout the experience, like for instance the broadcaster logo and the lap-counter during a motorcycle race, they would create a master layout containing DMApp Components rendering these objects. This avoids the need to redefine these components for every chapter of the presentation. The utility of this approach will become apparent in the next paragraph.

In the next step of the process, the producer can define a tree-based hierarchy of so-called chapters. To borrow from the example of a motorcycle race again, such an experience might have one root chapter and three child-chapters: pre-race, main event and post-race discussion. The creator of the experience might then assign a master layout defining a broadcaster logo and the lap-counter during a motorcycle race, they would create a master layout containing DMApp Components rendering these objects. This avoids the need to redefine these components for every chapter of the presentation. The utility of this approach will become apparent in the next paragraph. In the next step of the process, the producer can define a tree-based hierarchy of so-called chapters. To borrow from the example of a motorcycle race again, such an experience might have one root chapter and three child-chapters: pre-race, main event and post-race discussion. The creator of the experience might then assign a master layout defining a broadcaster logo to be shown in the corner of the screen to the root chapter. This has the effect that these components cascade down to the child-chapters and do not need to be redefined.

Finally, leaf chapters in this hierarchy can be opened in the built-in timeline editor. This is very similar in concept to industry-standard video editing applications, where one arranges media items items on multiple timeline tracks. The key difference here is that there is a timeline track for every region in every screen defined in the previous steps. Moreover, instead of media items, the user can drag and drop DMApp Components onto timeline tracks and arrange them. In addition to that, the timeline editor can also be used to create snippets of timeline in a similar fashion. These snippets can then be triggered on-demand during broadcast using the live-triggering tool, e.g. a rider crashes during a motorcycle race.

**EXPERIENCE PLAYBACK**

After the editing process, the experience is ready to be played back on the infrastructure. This is done by navigating to a web address on the television and by installing the experience app on mobile devices. The broadcast then plays like a traditional programme, with the key difference that the viewer receives additional interactive content on their companion device and has the possibility to interact with other people watching the experience.

On the production side, the content producer now has the ability to insert events, snippets of timeline defined during pre-production process, into the ongoing broadcast using the live-triggering tool (Figure 3). These events can be as simple as showing a box with text on the screen or be more complex sequences such as playing back a replay together with entry- and exit-animations. These on-demand events are governed by the same rules as the rest of the timeline document.

Just like the pre-production application, this live-triggering tool is web-based. It lists all the events that have been defined for the experience along with possible parameters: For instance, a URL to a replay clip or the name of a rider in a race. After all required parameters have been filled in, events can be launched with the click of a button. The events are then inserted into the stream immediately and played back. Active events are highlighted in green.

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper, we have described and end-to-end solution for creating interactive multi-screen experiences. The system infrastructure is comprised of a series of services managing interactive broadcasts whose timing and synchronisation is managed using a hierarchical file format. Furthermore, we presented a web-based authoring application for creating said experiences, which are then played back by the infrastructure. Part of this authoring suite is a live-triggering tool, which allows the content producer to insert predefined content into a running broadcast.
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